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Abstract: The security has been the need of the hour in health care systems with so much of electronic health records. The
cloud not assured to provide security as it is involved the parallel processing and is in distributed nature. The Blockchain
(BC) has been introduced in the cloud for some applications like smart healthcare systems since they are highly susceptible
on some security violations and several attacks, such as forgery, tampering, privacy leakage, etc. to provide the protection
and security for the medical data. Thus a survey on use of Blockchain (BC) technology in cloud storage for the security of
healthcare systems is presented in this paper. At first the security measures provided by the traditional cloud storage system
are discussed along with its limitations. Then a brief introduction of Blockchain technology in cloud storage with its
background work is presented. Finally survey of different works focused on blockchain technology in the healthcare systems
is presented as a promising solution for the security issues to provide tightened and enhanced security levels over the health
care systems. A potential solution can be provided by this survey with the use of blockchain technology for the protection of
healthcare data outsourced over the cloud. By evaluating and comparing the simulation experiments of presented Blockchain
technology focused works, it can be prove that a verification of integrity with cloud storage and medical data, data sharing
with less computing complexity, and security and privacy protection are achieved.
Keywords: Blockchain technology, Cloud network, Health care systems, Security measures.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since health caring is the most significant part for every people, the health care data such as prescriptions,
previous health records, etc. have become essential to secure them for diagnosing the patients also for the future
reference purpose. Initially, this health care data was used to record manually on the paper. There were many
chances to get modify and damage the data in this method. Storing of the healthcare data electronically is
therefore essential one. But there is possibility of permanent tampering or deleting of healthcare databases so in
this also facing the challenges of information blocking. This information blocking incurred when the medical
data, that should not have to see without concern of the patients or hospitals, accessed by entity such as a person
with or without intention of accessing. Whether in improving the quality or in solving the problems of resource
allocation in addition to the information blocking, a very important role can be played by the technology. It is
involved with the time especially in the sharing technology of healthcare data through cloud [1]. Cloud
computing technology also has an increasing privacy and security challenges even though it enjoy all the success
with its available services. Therefore, deploying of security policies and procedures for the cloud environment
has been focused by the various multinational companies in prior of using it for their business solutions [2].
Hence, constant sustaining of trust from the clients about the data security along with its privacy outsourced over
the cloud environment became most essential for the cloud service providers. The distributed and decentralized
security policy requirement is underlined in the cloud environment as of its limitations. Therefore the Blockchain
(BC) technology is taken as a best system for the security to delpoy in the cloud architecture due to its nature of
distributed network and great interconnectivity with the cloud [3]. Furthermore, popularity of the blockchain
technology can be reinforced as a most suitable system in a security point of view for a cloud environment
because of fact that it can communicate at a faster rate and can utilize very less number of computational
resources. In the security of this blockchain technology, the distributed data ledger can’t be updated or deleted
once the details of transaction entered in it and updated. Even though this distributed data ledger is shared over
cloud environment among the all nodes a high immutability and the best security of data can promoted. The data
privacy is preserved probably within a better way in the blockchain as the blocks contain it utilize the
cryptographic techniques. Such aspects make the blockchain as a best candidate in providing data security for
deployment in cloud environment. In this paper a survey on this blockchain technology over the cloud
environment for the secure healthcare data sharing is presented.

II. CLOUD SECURITY SYSTEMS
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In building the smart hospitals, it has been became a more priority every time to accurately record the medical
data regarding the diseases of patients or the previous medical records and to store as well as share the medical
data securely for the protection patient’s privacy data. A secure access policy is designed and implemented in the
conventional data access control policy along with a server that absolutely reliable makes difficult to adapt the
distributed network environment in this modern days. Blockchain given a new idea to the people as the end-toend reliable communication, encryption algorithm, consensus mechanism and distributed data storage because it
well known for decentralization and security. Attribute based Encryption (ABE) has become a significant
technology over the recent days for the security requirements in the cloud environment. Moreover, the access
control policy of ABE under the cloud environment has also been extensively studied [4]. A mechanism that
links users to the cipher texts via attributes should necessary in attribute base encryption mechanism since it uses
a public key as an attribute. It significantly improves the security of data storage under the cloud by its flexible
encryption and access control schemes. For the meantime, it became an important access control scheme for
securing the cloud data storage in addition it achieves fine grained access. The conventional ABE however does
not fully guarantee about the privacy of data, effective prevention from collision attack or assurance of attribute
revocation-based forward and the backward security also has caused huge computing costs by the revocation.
Thus, employing the blockchain technology and implementing its security mechanism to the cloud environment
would become an important part of research to improve the data storage security and cloud computing
performance. The inconsistency between the data privacy and the data sharing can be solved by integrating the
blockchain and cloud computing as well as an adequate security strategy [5].
2.1 Limitations of existing cloud security systems
It can be observed from the previous section that the distributed nature is not there in majority of the security
system adopted for the cloud environment. However, the cloud computing has inherently a distributed nature
then consecutively the data flow also distributed nature over this cloud environment. This makes it very critical
in order to deploy the existing security schemes over cloud computing environment. Those security schemes in
addition have a less transparency. Data is mutable through this existing security schemes at a large extent which
means that each participating node can easily change the data. Existing security schemes simultaneously require
a lot of resources and are very expensive.
2.2 Block chain
Since from the few recent years, blockchain technology has been researched comprehensively. This blockchain
technology was introduce as a supporting mechanism for the digital crypto-currency called as Bitcoin [6]. A
basis for collaboration between the strange and undependable things can be provided through the basic model of
the blockchain technology as similar to the present cloud computing and it can also support a widespread
features of mobile or smart health devices without any requirement of central security and authentication
authority. This underlying technology is based on the data record called as an immutable “public-ledger” that
shared by all of the participants. A block of data associated with the usage of cryptographic hash key is contained
in this public-ledger record. This process of consensus or process of linking is known as Proof of Work (PoW).
For the manipulation of data both consensus and ledger are inherently unaffected. Since earlier block hashes in
blockchain are cancelled also consensus between the nodes is violated by the block data, it can’t be changed
post-fact.
2.3 Blockchain Background study
This Blockchain has been not just being limited to the financial sector but also extend further than bitcoin and up
to the public healthcare and many of other applications. One of the promising subjects that have been focusing
recently is the blockchain technology based medical systems. The total medical data created should be reliable
must necessary to verifiable and must not be tampered. There should be a requirement of ability to verity the
correctness of data by the researcher or patient of patient’s relatives or any of the other users who needs it. In
order to share the data with a specific security various researchers tried to integrating the blockchain technology
with the other different technologies. Several number of researchers integrated the various technologies with the
block chain, one of such used technology application is the identification of radio frequency with blockchain in
the agro food supply chain monitoring field [7]. Some of such other applications are blockchain together with
IoT, blockchain in vehicular ecosystem, blockchain in smart contracts, etc. Following figure (1) shows the
typical diagram of block chain.
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Fig. 1: TYPICAL BLOCKCHAIN DIAGRAM
III. SURVEY ON BLOCKCHAIN SECURITY IN HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
3.1 Blockchain and smart healthcare
This work focused on the blockchain technology application in the smart healthcare systems. From the few
recent decades, the serious concern has been there in the healthcare service systems about the cyber attacks.
There is an ultimate challenge on the privacy and security about the medical data of the patients due to the failure
of existed infrastructure in providing security against such data violations. Another gap is opened by the
currently implemented smart healthcare record models into a difficult situation, i.e. data of the patients being in
the supervision of health organizations, putting the information of patients into risk and making the data transfer
regarding the healthcare of patients inefficient. For an instant, chance of delay in treatment to due to the only
reason of more time taken by the transfer of patient’s health information from one service provider to other
service provider. Blockchain technology can be useful to overcome these limitations in EHR which has them
practically. Several private, government and public private partner projects have adopted this blockchain
technology over the recent days. When this blockchain technology was focused by the United States Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) as well as IBM Watson Health to for protecting of the oncology related data, its
potential advantages in the healthcare field were became apparent.
This blockchain allows for the collection of data from a variety of sources and a transaction audit log is used to
save this data. This transaction audit log can eventually help to keep track of data ownership and transparency of
data during the data exchange period. From the FDA and IBM it can be believed that the blockchain does have
an ability to support the exchange of data for which various sources are considered for collection of data with
patients consent and mutually agreed terms. The models currently implemented are based on passwords
consisting of secret data which must be exchanged also stored in the cloud is unreliable and less secured.
Handling of the accessing the healthcare data with precautions is also has a huge importance. In the similar way,
ensuring the data integrity has also required a certain standardized auditing. The data integrity, privacy, and
secured storage and reduced chances of data violations are provided with the block chain. In addition, since this
blockchain technology stores data in a distributed nature, single-point-of-failure is also mitigated.
3.2 Blockchain integrated with cloud computing in healthcare
A blockchain integrated with the cloud computing based distributed healthcare data privacy protection scheme
is focused in this paper with the aim of addressing indefinite question carried by smart hospitals for the secure
sharing of health data and privacy protection of patient’s healthcare information. In other words the introduced
scheme is a cloud computing model along with the distributed blockchain based data management architecture
more specifically for the smart hospitals guaranteeing the efficient blockchain operation and reduction in the
computing load on the user side by using the consortium chain on the blockchain in it. The definite access
control schemes can be provided to the users by using the proxy re-encryption and ABE technologies in addition
to address the very complex computing incurred with encryption. Exchange of patient’s healthcare information
securely among each physician can provide by the each status and attribute based user access. The total health
care data is encrypted at the side of response. At the request side, nodes in the cloud process the transferred
healthcare data to receive and sent back the final cipher text. In other words, proxy re-encryption and data
sharing with the rules for privacy protection by the participation of service side of cloud environment is designed
in this work that solved the challenges of secured data storage and sharing of information among smart hospitals
largely.
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3.3 Blockchain based EMR, EHR, or PHR eco system
This paper focused on working of blockchain based Electronic Medical Records (EMR), Electronic healthcare
Records (EHR), or Personal Health Record (PHR) ecosystem. Recently, there has been an interest in using the
blockchain technology which was popularly known from the successful Bitcoin to provide the secure
management of healthcare data. Blockchain is generally a technology that allows building of an online database
with an open-ended and distributed nature consisting of a data block such as the list of data structures that are
linked with one and each other that means a block is pointed by the previous block following one, thus named as
block chain. Over the different nodes in infrastructure, such blocks are in distributed and not stored centrally.
The transaction information, timestamp of block production and previous block’s hash are contained in the every
block along with the healthcare data of patients as well as information of healthcare provider in our perspective.
This blockchain based EMR, EHR or PHR conceptual ecosystem is described from the following figure (2). A
new block is generated and distributed among the all end-nodes in a patient network including patients, their
relatives and their doctors especially once new created a healthcare data regarding the particular patient. This
new block will be added to the chain after approving by the most of its end nodes, which allows obtaining a
verifiable, lasting, and efficient way of medical history of patients in a comprehensive view. The chain creates a
fork when not reached the agreement and the block is not belonging to the main chain called as an orphan. There
is no chance of changing the data in one block when a new block is added to the chain without changing of all
consequent blocks. On other hand change can be easily recognized. Before the data presenting in to block,
healthcare data must necessary being protected since the contents of block is accessible publicly. Conceptually,
blockchain is inherently secure and offers the ability to achieve decentralized consensus and consistency, as well
as resistance to deliberate and / or unintended attacks.

Fig. 2: blockchain based EMR, EHR or PHR conceptual ecosystem
The main advantages of implementing this type of blockchain approach avoiding of the blockage performance
and a single-point-of-failure as the agreement reached without the involvement of a trusted mediator, controlling
on the data by patients, a complete, accurate, timely, consistent and easy distributed of healthcare information as
blockchain data, changes in blockchain are noticeable to the total members of the patient network, and all data
insertions are immutable.

IV. RESULTS
The performance of the blockchain method is evaluated using a set of data collection. Similar dataset is used for
each work to acquire accurate and common results with verifying the time consumption for accessing the EHR
and time complexity in terms of processing time. The dataset considered for the experiment has a collection of
EHRs consisting information regarding treatment and medicines of different patients that should not to share.
The privacy data of patients such as medicinal, treatment and financial information can be misused by the other
healthcare institutes, insurance companies and other competitors as they available from the place where they
fetched. According this dataset, the processing time and time complexity are verified and compared for all the
technologies of cloud, cloud with authentication schemes, blockchain and cloud integrated with blockchain
technologies.
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The time consumption attained by the different technologies presented in this survey paper is compared as shown
in figure (3). As seen from figure (3) it can be notice that the blockchain technology and cloud integrated with
blockchain technology has acquired low time consumption with the increasing of file size for processing of EHR
data compared to the traditional cloud computing and cloud with authentication technologies. That means it can
be said that blockchain technology offers better performance than others.

Fig. 3: Time consumption for electronic health records access

Fig. 4: Time complexity COMPARISION GRAPHS with respect to processing time
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Similarly, Figure (4) shows the comparison of time complexity attained by the different technologies with
respect to the processing time. A less time complexity is achieved for the blockchain technology and cloud
integrated with blockchain technology than the other two traditional cloud based technologies.
Table 1: Comparison of Performance analysis

Furthermore, the overall performance of such four technologies are evaluated and compared with respect to their
data accessing and security features as depicted in table (1).

V. CONCLUSION
Now a day, smart healthcare systems have facing many critical security and privacy challenges. So it is
necessary to understand the security requirements of those systems in order to minimize such challenges. Also,
there was a concern on information blocking. Some works that focused on healthcare data security based on
blockchain technology are reviewed in this paper with an appropriate study. The privacy and storage security
issues in the cloud environment are additionally focused in this paper. Then from the total experiment results, it
was concluded that the blockchain technology offers an efficient and effective security performances than the
traditional technologies.
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